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1. Introduction. The maximum dimension of the group of isometries of an

«j-dimensional connected Riemannian manifold is«i(«7+ l)/2. And if the maximum

is attained, then the Riemannian manifold is of constant curvature, and is one of

the standard spaces: an w-dimensional sphere Sm, an »7-dimensional real pro-

jective space Pm, an «i-dimensional Euclidean space Em, and an «i-dimensional

simply connected hyperbolic space Hm (cf. S. Kobayashi and K. Nomizu [11,

p. 308]). The purpose of this paper is to consider similar problems in almost

Hermitian manifolds.

We denote by A(M) the automorphism group of a connected almost Hermitian

manifold M with an almost complex structure J and an almost Hermitian metric G.

If the dimension of M is 2«, then the maximum dimension of A(M) is «(« + 2),

as is seen in Lemma 2.1. Under the assumption that M is a Kaehlerian manifold,

K. Yano and I. Mogi showed in [17] that M admits local holomorphic free mobility

if and only if it is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. Noticing that the

maximum dimensionality of A(M) and axiom of holomorphic free mobility are

equivalent, we generalize their result in Theorem 3.3, from which we have

Theorem A. A 2n-dimensional connected almost Hermitian manifold M admits

the automorphism group A(M) of the maximum dimension n(n + 2), if and only if M

is one of the following three spaces:

(i) A complex projective space CP " with a Fubini-Study metric.

(ii) A unitary space CEn.

(iii) An open ball with a Kaehlerian structure of negative constant holomorphic

sectional curvature.

Next if we remove an almost Hermitian metric, then the situations are very

different. In general, the automorphism group of an almost complex manifold M,

that is, the set J(M) of all /-preserving transformations, is infinite dimensional.

Under the assumption of compactness, it is a finite dimensional Lie group (W. M.

Boothby, S. Kobayashi and H. C. Wang [2]). And it has been conjectured by H. Chu

and S. Kobayashi in [4] that the maximum dimension of J(M) of a compact 2«-

dimensional almost complex manifold M is 2«(« + 2), and attained only when M

is a complex projective space. Under the additional conditions, we show that the

conjecture is true.
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Theorem B. Let M be either (i) a compact Kaehlerian manifold with the constant

scalar curvature, or (ii) a compact Einstein almost Kaehlerian manifold with the

constant scalar curvature. Then the maximum dimension ofl(M) is 2«(« + 2), and

the maximum is attained if and only if M is a complex projective space.

It may be worth noting that 2«(« + 2) is twice the maximum dimension of A(M).

The author appreciates the referee's valuable criticism, and simplification of

proofs, especially, of Lemma 3.1.

2. Preliminaries. An almost complex manifold M is defined by a structure

tensor J of type (1, 1), satisfying JJX= —X for any vector field X on M. M is

almost Hermitian if, moreover, it has a Riemannian metric G such that

(2.1) G(JX,JY)= G(X, Y)

holds for any vector fields X and Y on M. Then we have a 2-form W called the

fundamental 2-form; W(X, Y) = G(X,JY). When the exterior derivative dW of W

vanishes, M is called an almost Kaehlerian manifold. Further, if DJ=0 for the

Riemannian connection D defined by G, then M is called a Kaehlerian manifold.

Now, let M be a 2«-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold. Then the necessary

and sufficient conditions for X to be an infinitesimal automorphism are

(2.2) (LxG),k = GkrD,X'+G,rDkXr = 0,

(2.3) (Lxjy, = X'D^-J^DrX'+JlDiX' = 0,

where Lx denotes the Lie derivation by A" and indices i,j, k, and r run from 1 to 2«.

Take an arbitrary point P of M and first consider X such that XP = 0. Then (2.2)

and (2.3) show that (0, (D,X')P) leaves GP and JP invariant, and hence the set of

all (0, (D,X')p) is contained in the Lie algebra of the unitary group U(n). Thus the

maximum dimension for this set is «2. Next we consider the vector X such that

A"p#0. Then the set of all such vectors is at most 2«-dimensional. Since any

Killing vector field X is completely determined by the values (X')P and (D,X')P at

a point F, we have

Lemma 2.1. Let M be a 2n-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold. Then the

maximum dimension of A(M) is n(n + 2).

3. The automorphism group of the maximum dimension.

Lemma 3.1. Let M be a 2n-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold which admits

the automorphism group A(M) of the maximum dimension n(n + 2). If a tensor field

K of type (r, s) is invariant by A(M), then K=0 provided that r + s is odd.

Proof. The linear isotropy group at F of A(M) may be considered as the unitary

group £/(«), since A(M) is of the maximum dimension. So it contains a 1-parameter

group etíI, and, in particular, the element -/, where / is an identity operator.

And —/ maps K into ( — I)T+SK. This implies that K vanishes if r + s is odd.
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Lemma 3.2. Assume that A(M) of an almost Hermitian manifold M is of the

maximum dimension. Then M is Kaehlerian.

Proof. Let A'be any infinitesimal automorphism on M. Since the Lie derivation

by a Killing vector field commutes with the covariant differentiation, we have

LXDJ = DLXJ = 0.

Since DJ is a tensor field of type (1, 2) and invariant by any infinitesimal auto-

morphism X, DJ vanishes by Lemma 3.1. Therefore M is Kaehlerian.    Q.E.D.

Take a point F in an almost Hermitian manifold M. If the sectional curvature for

the 2-plane defined by a tangent vector YP at P and J YP is constant k(P) for each

YP, then M is said to have constant holomorphic sectional curvature at P. When k is

constant on M, M is called a space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature, or

of constant unitary curvature (cf. [1], [17]). If a Kaehlerian manifold M(2ni4)

has constant holomorphic sectional curvature k(P) at each point F, then k is

constant on M, and equivalently the Riemannian curvature tensor is of the form

(K. Yano and I. Mogi [17]):

(3.1) Rhm = (kl4)[(GtlkGii-GhjGik) + (JhkJli-JhjJik)-2J,uJik].

In the proof of the next theorem we need the following fact: If k is equal to zero,

then M has zero Riemannian curvature, and if k is nonzero, then Riemannian

curvature of M takes its value between k and k/4 as is derived from (3.1).

When the dimension of M is 2, M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature

if and only if it is of constant curvature.

Next take a point P of an almost Hermitian manifold M and a tangent vector

YP at F. Suppose that, for any point Q and any tangent vector Z0 at Q, there exists

an isometry of M (resp. of a neighborhood of F to that of Q) which maps F to Q,

YP to Z0 and JYP to JZQ. Then M is said to admit (resp. local) holomorphic free

mobility. It is well known (K. Yano and I. Mogi [17]) that a Kaehlerian manifold

has constant holomorphic sectional curvature if and only if it admits local holo-

morphic free mobility (where "local" is necessary, because they consider the

solutions of the differential equations, but the extension of such solutions in local

coordinate neighborhoods to the whole manifold is not always possible). The

necessary and sufficient condition for an almost Hermitian manifold to admit

holomorphic free mobility is given by the next theorem.

Theorem 3.3. A 2n-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold M admits the auto-

morphism group of the maximum dimension n(n + 2), if and only if M is a simply

connected, complete Kaehlerian manifold with constant holomorphic sectional

curvature.

Proof. Assume that the dimension of A(M) is «(« + 2). Then M is Kaehlerian

and, as (2.2) and (2.3) imply, M is homogeneous and admits holomorphic free

inability. Therefore M has constant holomorphic sectional curvature k. First we
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suppose that k is positive. Then M is analytically isometric with (i) a complex

projective space with a Fubini-Study metric (cf. N. S. Hawley [7], J. Igusa [8]),

and simply connected.

Next assume that k is nonpositive. If M is not simply connected, then we have a

closed geodesic / which is relatively the shortest and represents a nontrivial class of

the 1-dimensional homotopy group. Let L be the length of / and F be an arbitrary

point of this geodesic. Take a tangent unit vector YP to / at P. Then by holomorphic

free mobility, YP may be transformed to any direction Y'P at F by some automorph-

ism which leaves F invariant. This means that any geodesic starting at F is of the

same length L, and / must have a conjugate point. This is impossible in a space of

nonpositive curvature. Therefore M is simply connected. By a result of J. Igusa [8],

any simply connected Kaehlerian manifold with nonpositive constant holomorphic

sectional curvature k admits an analytic isometry <f> of M into (ii) a unitary space

(£=0), or (iii) an open ball with a Kaehlerian structure of negative constant

holomorphic sectional curvature. However, since our manifold is complete, we

can conclude that </> is onto (also cf. [13]). Any of these spaces (i), (ii) and (iii)

admits A(M) of the maximum dimension. This completes the proofs of Theorem

3.3 and Theorem A.

Remark 3.4. If an almost Hermitian manifold admits holomorphic free mobility,

then it is a simply connected, homogeneous Kaehlerian manifold with constant

holomorphic sectional curvature. However, even if a simply connected homo-

geneous almost Hermitian manifold M has constant holomorphic sectional

curvature, it does not have (local) holomorphic free mobility, as is seen in the

6-dimensional sphere (cf. A. Frölicher [5], T. Fukami and S. Ishihara [6]).

There are many results on the conditions for certain vector fields (affine, con-

formal, etc.) to be infinitesimal automorphisms. If we take up a theorem of S.

Kobayashi and K. Nomizu [10] for example, then it says that in a complete non-

degenerate Kaehlerian manifold any infinitesimal affine transformation is an

infinitesimal automorphism. So we have

Corollary 3.5. Let M be a 2n-dimensional complete nondegenerate Kaehlerian

manifold. If the dimension of the group of affine transformations is «(« + 2), then M

is simply connected and has constant holomorphic sectional curvature.

Remark 3.6. If the unitary group U(n) does not contain any proper subgroup

of r-dimension such that n2>r>s for some integer s, then the condition dim A(M)=

n(n + 2) in Theorem 3.3 may be replaced by dim A(M)>s + 2n and homogeneity.

4. The group of/-preserving transformations. Generally, the group J(M) of all

/-preserving transformations on an almost complex manifold M is infinite dimen-

sional. If M is a bounded domain Dn in the complex number space C", then J(M)

is a finite dimensional Lie group (H. Cartan [3]). In fact, Dn admits the so-called

Bergmann metric G which is invariant by holomorphic transformations. Thus

J(M) is a subgroup of the group of isometries with respect to G (cf. S. Kobayashi
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[9]). And the maximum dimension of J(M) is «(« + 2), which is attained only when

M is a simply connected, homogeneous Kaehlerian manifold with negative constant

holomorphic sectional curvature.

Also, if M is compact, then J(M) is a finite dimensional Lie group, as was

proved first by W. M. Boothby, S. Kobayashi and H. C. Wang [2]. In this section

under rather strong conditions on manifolds, we give the maximum dimension of

J(M).

Lemma 4.1 (S. Tachibana [16]). Let M be a compact almost Kaehlerian manifold.

Then we have:

(i) Any Killing vector field is J-preserving.

(ii) If the Ricci form is negative definite, then there is no infinitesimal J-preserving

transformation.

(iii) If the Ricci form is negative semidefinite, then any infinitesimal J-preserving

transformation is a parallel vector field.

A result due to Y. Matsushima [14] was generalized to two directions by A.

Lichnerowicz and S. Sawaki.

Lemma 4.2 (A. Lichnerowicz [12]). Any infinitesimal J-preserving transformation

X on a compact Kaehlerian manifold with the constant scalar curvature S is de-

composed into

(4.1) X= Y+JZ

for some Killing vector field Y and Z (not always unique).

Lemma 4.3 (S. Sawaki [15]). Any infinitesimal J-preserving transformation X on

a compact Einstein (S= constant >0) almost Kaehlerian manifold is uniquely decom-

posed into (4.1) for some Killing vector fields Y and Z.

Now we prove one part of Theorem B.

Theorem 4.4. Let M be a 2n-dimensional compact Einstein almost Kaehlerian

manifold with the constant scalar curvature S. Then the maximum dimension ofJ(M)

is 2«(« + 2). The maximum is attained, if and only if M is analytically isometric with

a complex projective space.

Proof. If the scalar curvature S is negative or vanishing, then the Ricci form is

negative definite or semidefinite. Hence the dimension of J(M) is at most 2« by

Lemma 4.1 (ii) and (iii). Next assume that S is a positive constant. By Lemma 4.3

any infinitesimal /-preserving transformation X is of the form Y+JZ for some

Killing vector fields Y and Z. On the other hand, any Killing vector field is an

infinitesimal automorphism by Lemma 4.1 (i). Thus the dimension of J(M) is at

most twice dim A(M), that is, 2«(« + 2). If the maximum dimension is attained,

then we have dim A(M)=n(n + 2). Since M is compact, by Theorem A, M is

analytically isometric with a complex projective space. The converse is clear.
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Theorem 4.5. Let M be a 2n-dimensional compact Kaehlerian manifold with the

constant scalar curvature S. Then the maximum dimension of J(M) is 2«(« + 2).

The maximum is attained if and only if M is analytically isometric with a complex

projective space.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2 we have a decomposition (4.1) of any infinitesimal

/-preserving transformation X. Although this decomposition is not unique in

general, the maximum dimension of/(A/) is 2«(« + 2). Suppose that the maximum

is attained. Then the decomposition (4.1) is unique and we have dim A(M) =

n(n + 2). This completes the proof.

5. The group of isomctries. We denote by I(M) the group of isometries of a

2«-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold M. The maximum dimension of I(M)

is 2«(2«+l)/2 = «(2«+1), and is attained in almost Hermitian manifolds of con-

stant curvature, for example, the 6-dimensional sphere [6]. However, as we see by

Lemma 4.1 (i) and Theorem A, we have

Corollary 5.1. Let M be a compact 2n-dimensional almost Kaehlerian manifold.

Then the maximum dimension of I(M) is n(n + 2). The maximum is attained if and

only if M is a complex projective space.

Remark 5.2. In the above corollary, we can replace I(M) by the group of

conformai transformations if «> 1, since any infinitesimal conformai transforma-

tion on such a space is an infinitesimal automorphism (cf. [16]). Also we can replace

I(M) by the group of affine transformations.
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